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Editor’s Message
I have just returned from a brief trip to Helsinki to attend the
January 31st Kaj Hellman auction which featured more than 1700
lots of classic and modern material. Kaj’s three annual auctions are
surely the most important source of material for those of us who reside
outside Finland. We can participate in these auctions by mail or in
person with confidence that the material is accurately described and
the bidding completely honest.
Despite the bitter cold temperatures (-21 Celsius), I braved the
elements and took the tram to the Postal Museum. The displays were
interesting and the visiting school children were busy “designing”
stamps and otherwise seemed to be having a grand time. Ms. Siltala
of the library staff provided me with a number of articles on W.W. I
censorship for TFP. I also visited the Merkki-Albert stamp shop and
purchased quite a few nice items.
I spent an evening with Juhani Olamo talking about forgeries,
Aunus stamps and covers and I spent another evening viewing Heikki
Reinikainen’s slides on m/75 forgeries, repaired stamps and cover
fakes. I hope that one day we will be able to feature some of these
items in TFP. I also spent a long lunch with Kari Rahiala discussing
the organization and structure of a postal history exhibit. Kari’s
knowledge and enthusiasm for philately is boundless.
It had been several years since I had been to Finland and as I was
leaving for the airport I was thinking how fortunate we are to have so
many good friends in Finland who are so generous of their time,
knowledge and warm hospitality.

Manuscripts for publication are welcome.
Send all material to the Editor. While due care
will be taken, no responsibility is accepted for
material submitted. All manuscripts are subject to editing at the discretion of the staff.
TFP is not copyrighted. Articles may be reprinted without permission from the Editor.
However, attribution of TFP and the original
source, if appropriate, is requested.

The Finnish Postal Museum provided Dirk Vorwerck with a copy of
an 1898 Postal Circular revealing a special rate on packages from
Finland to Austria-Hungry and Germany. See page 2 for details.
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Scarce Norma No. 2 ‘Porto Stempel’ entire has been sold
Translated from Filatelisti issue 10/98
Translation & Notes by Kauko Aro
A ‘rather’ scarce item of Finnish philately was
on sale at a Spink’s auction in London. The red 20
kopek - entire (Norma #2) was such a difficult item
that it alone was featured in color on the front cover
of the auction catalog.
The entire traveled from Jyväskylä to Jakobstad
(Pietarsaari); on the face, it has a low-box
cancellation “JYVÄSKYLÄ 16.11.” and a notation
on the reverse “20. NOV 85”. The item is scarce as
only some ten are known.
Besides, the envelope has an interesting history.
It turned out to be a Porto Stempel -entire after a 10
kopek 1856 oval stamp was removed; it had been
placed on top of the value stamp. The stamp has a
Jyväskylä manuscript cross and was sold at the same
time with the entire, albeit as a separate lot. The
asking price for the entire was GBP 10-12,000 (some
FIM 85-102,000). It is believed that the price did
not reach quite that high.
Translator’s note: The entire is arguably the
scarcest of all main types of Finnish postal
stationery, scarcer than the rarest 16 penni postal
card. Thus, it is a classic Finnish understatement to
call this item a ‘rather rare’ piece. The auction house

adopted a more realistic attitude regarding this entire
by dedicating its front cover to this lot. Personally,
I have never seen this entire listed for sale in any
auction catalog. In view of this, it would be
interesting to hear from experts in Finland, both
those who exhibit and judge classic Finnish material
and those who deal in such classics. The Finnish
Handbook mentions that under ten of the 20 kopek
Porto Stempel entires are known, but that figure
includes both mint and unused, those in the Postal
Museum and those in private hands. However, we
have to concede that these official numbers cannot
have included this entire since it had been misidentified until now. In short, a superb find!

Dirk Vorwerck Validates 70 Kopek Rate on Parcel Card to Austria-Hungry
In the May issue of TFP, we ran an article about
a pair of 35 kopek ring stamps on a 1908 parcel card
from Viipuri to Meran, Tyrol, Austria-Hungry
(mistakenly identified as Italy). The 70 kopek rate
was questioned. The rate books do not provide
detailed information about special country rates in
the period before W.W.I, so the rate on this card
remained a mystery until the Postal Museum in
Helsinki sent Dirk Vorwerck a copy of the 1898
Postal Circular No. XVI.
This circular specifically provides that for postal
parcels sent to Germany and Austria-Hungry the
weight rate is: 1 Fmk, 75 pen or 70 kopeks if the
card was franked with Empire ring stamps for each
shipment regardless of weight or distance. If
insurance was purchased an additional fee of 10 pen
or 4 kopeks for each amount of 300 francs (= 112
rubles, 50 kopeks) or a fraction thereof of given
value.

We must bear in mind that until August 14, 1900,
it was still possible to frank foreign bound letters
and parcels with the Finnish currency stamps of
1889-95. Are there any surviving examples of these
cards?
The Vorwerck card was cancelled ten years after
this rate was established so surely other parcel cards
with the 70 kopek rate must survive? Many franking
combinations are possible including mixed franking
of the Ring stamps with the purely Russian stamps.
Rare postage combinations such as a 20 kopek and
50 kopek on card to make the 70 kopek rate would
be a great find. Dirk Vorwerck’s keen eye and
thorough research has validated a very significant
find from one of the most interesting periods of
Finnish postal history.
Dirk Vorwerck & Roger Quinby
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Finland Salutes Formula One Racing Champion
On January 15, 1999, Finland Post issued a
special stamp in celebration of Miko Häkkinen
winning the 1988 Formula One World
Championship. The stamp was issued as a miniature
sheet containing one stamp. The miniature sheet was
designed by Pekka Hesanto. The face value of the
stamp is 3 FIM, and the print run of the sheet is 2
million
The stamp features the new Formula One World
Champion raising his hands in a triumphant gesture
of victory. Spectators, cars and sections of race track
fill the margins.
The pictorial First Day Cover was also designed
by Pekka Hesanto. The First Day Postmark was
designed by Tapani Talari.
Finland Post reported that the souvenir sheet was
designed before Miko Häkkinen won the world
racing title on November 1st. “Germans, in
particular, have been very interested,” says Markku
Penttinen, Managing Director of the Philatelic
Center, “we believed in Häkkinen’s victory, and
made preparations in advance, before the deciding
Grand Prix. Now, both Mika Häkkinen himself and
McLaren Marketing, Ltd. have approved the
picture.” Häkkinen drives for the McLaren Team.
At this moment, Häkkinen is the internationally
best known Finn, and very popular in his home
country, too. He was elected Sportsperson of the
Year, and the results of a survey among the readers

of the customer magazine of Finland Post also
shows how popular the star driver is in Finland. The
summer issue of the magazine, mailed to every
household in Finland, contained a questionnaire on
subjects for future Finnish postage stamps. Some
35,000 people returned the questionnaire. Sports
people were the most popular groups of persons,
and of these, Mika Häkkinen was number one by a
wide margin. This souvenir sheet is expected to sell
out quickly.
The face value of the stamp, FIM 3.00,
corresponds to the domestic postage for Class 1
letters up to 50 grams.
For more information, write to Finland Post,
Philatelic Center, P. O. Box 2, FIN-00101 Posti,
Helsinki, Finland; or its U. S. agency, Nordica, Box
284, Old Bethpage, NY 11804; or your favorite
Scandinavian stamp dealer.
STAMP FACTS
Paper:
Stamp paper CPL 1
Size of the miniature sheet:
70 mm x 115 mm
Perforation:
13 1/4 x 13 1/4
Printing method: Offset 4/0
Size of the stamp: 60 mm x 37.50 mm
Printers:
Setec Oy
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New Eagle Type - 1911 Postal Cards - Norma Nos. 38 & 39
from Suomen Postimerkkien Käsikirja, Volume 5, 1970
by Arvo Malinen
Translated by Carita Parker

Figure 1 This specimen was rejected by the Russian
postal administration because of the addition of the
Finnish & Swedish words for post card.

CROSS BETWEEN PEN. WORDS
Because of the planned introduction, in 1911,
of new types of postal cards in the Empire, the
Finnish Postal Administration (FPA) likewise had
to issue a similar penni-type for its domestic mail
On September 29, 1910, the FPA sent a letter
including two samples of its newly printed 10 penni
cards to the main Russian postal administration
(RPA) in St. Petersburg with the following message:
“The enclosed postal cards have been printed strictly
in accordance with the 3 kopeck cards being issued
in the Empire on January 14,1911, with the addition
of the translation for ‘potshtovaja kartotshka’ in
Finnish and Swedish. Because of their Finnish
currency denominations, the cards are suitable for
use only in Finland (See figure 1). These new postal
cards would be issued on January 14,1911, and used
along with the current cards until May 14,1911,
when the old types would be invalidated.”
The two sample cards mentioned in the letter
were single 10 penni cards that carried, below the
Cyrillic headline, a 2 mm tall one-row text:
POSTIKORTTI - POSTKORT, with a cross
between both pen. words. The printed design was
done by Lilius & Hertzberg. On September 6,1910,
proof printing by machine had been accomplished
that produced 62 acceptable card specimens.

Accordingly, the FPA was able on November
23,1910, to inform the Senate in writing, that the
RPA had accepted the new postal cards of which
one sample specimen was enclosed in the letter. The
FPA also asked the Senate communications
committee to submit to the Bureau of Printing and
Engraving (BPE) a request to print the new cards
Regrettably, the Governor General had
somehow gotten wind of the new cards and
requested a sample. The result was another letter
from St. Petersburg that cancelled the previously
issued order of acceptance to go ahead with the
printing of the cards. Consequently, on Novembr
30th, the FPA had to notify the Senate about the
cancellation and request that another order be given
to the BPE to submit new card samples (only in
penni denominations) including both singles and
doubles identical to the enclosed Empire specimens.
The FPA was able on January 9, 1911, to send
samples of the new cards i.e., without the Finnish
headline but still retaining the cross between the
pen. words to St. Petersburg. However, when no
response was forthcoming, the FPA again, on March
10, 1911, sent a letter inquiring whether the cards
had been approved, and to notify that only a small
stock of both the singles and doubles remained. A
response to this letter was likewise slow in coming.
In the meantime, cards had been printed already in
January, but the printing was interrupted and begun
anew in the last week of April. The following month,
the entire edition was turned over to the postal
service.
While the RPA dragged its feet, a post card
shortage in Finland had developed. No cards had
been printed after June of 1910, and as of November
25,1910, the stock remaining in the BPE amounted
to: Single cards 470,700 and double cards 53,450.
THE 10 PENNI PROOF
Words: Postikortti - Postkort (in Finnish and
Swedish) included in headline. Cross
between pen. words.
Size: 140 x 90 mm, thickness 0.24-0.25 mm.
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Type I

Type II

Color: Carmine-red.
Paper board: Yellowish-buff colored.
Manufacture: 62 useable specimens.

10 PENNI CARD (ultimate/final type)
Type I:
With Cyrillic headline only.
Cross between pen. words.
Size: Approx. 140 x 90 mm,
Thickness: 0.23-0.24 mm.
Color: Red, carmine-red.
Paper board: Buff-colored.
Partial delivery to post offices on 27.4.1911.
Printing: 406,000.
10 + 10 PENNI DOUBLECARD
Type I:
Double card corresponding to previous
single card. Cards attached to each other on
upper edge. Imperforate.
Size: Approx. 140 x 90 mm,
Thickness: 0.22-0.24 mm.
Color: Red, carmine-red.
Partial delivery to post offices on 27. IV. 1911.
Printing: 50,650.
WITHOUT CROSS BETWEEN PEN. WORDS
The previous edition had been issued because
of a postal card shortage. St. Petersburg had finally
responded on January 9, 1911, by refusing the FPA
acceptance request. The overall design was
acceptable, but the cross between the pen. words
had to go. The FPA thus got in touch with the Senate
communications committee, requesting that an
order be given to the BPE to begin making cards

without the cross and have the pen. words separated
from each other by a period.
A decision reached in May, gave Lilius &
Hertzberg (L & H) the task of removing the cross
from the design. On May 13,1911, the printing of a
new edition was begun and finished at the end of
June. However, L & H had also received an order
for new picture designs without the cross for 22
single and 7 doublecards. The designs were delivered
to the BPE on June 30,1911, and these could be used
on subsequent printings until the end of 1913. The
size of the design was 130 x 90 mm.
In the Fall of 1913, 22 new narrower designs
measuring 130 x 35 mm had been ordered. The
design included only the value stamp, headline and
coat of arms. The address lines were printed
separately on dotted brass rows (lit. translation). The
card appeared in the summer of 1914.
The previous card could be categorized as type
II. 1. Its headline length 69.5 mm, the cusps of the
letters pointed. Distance of the outer most address
lines 43.5 mm and the composition eye-catching, i.e.,
strong, clearly visible dots 17 to the centimeter. The
most noticeable characteristic of the double card is
the missing dot after the response card last word.
The apparently last sub-type in this edition,
completed at the end of 1913, was a color-wise much
different reddish-orange card. Discovered cancelled
in the spring of 1914, it possibly might appear also
as a double card. This latter card may be categorized
as a type II. 2. The headline length is 69 mm, the
letter cusps somewhat more blunt compared to the
previous sub-type. The distance of the outer most
address lines 42.5 mm and the composition eyecatching: Very weak dots amounting to only 12 per
centimeter. The simplest of characteristics on the
double card is a dot after the response card last word.
In the spring of 1914, five pairs of the double
card designs were ordered from the same L & H
company. These, however, were not issued until the
summer of 1915. Once more, designs for single cards
were also ordered from L & H, and the first printing
of these (designs) was done in February of 1916.
The final printing of the eagle type cards was
completed on August 7, 1917, and comprised of
600,000 single cards.
10 PENNI CARD WITHOUT CROSS
Type II (1)
Size: 140 x 90/1 mm
Thickness 0.19—0.25 mm.
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Color: Red, carmine-red, reddish-orange.
Paper board: Buff, yellowish-buff colored.
Printing: 5,622,000
10+10 PENNI CARD WITHOUT CROSS
Type II (1)
Size: 140 x 90 mm
Thickness 0.22-0.23 mm
Color: Red, carmine-red.
Paper board: Buff, yellowish-buff colored.
Printing: 218,900
10 PENNI CARD WITHOUT CROSS
Type II (2)
Size: 140 x 90 mm,
Thickness 0.23—0.28 mm.
Color: Red, carmine-red, carmine, light or
bright carmine.
Paper board: White, yellowish, buff-colored.
Printing: 9,268.000

Figure 2. The Type II single card is very common in
ordinary domestic traffic. Ostola to Hameenlinna,
25. V. 14 with arrival pmk on front.

10 + 10 PENNI CARD WITHOUT CROSS
Type II (2)
Size: 140 x 90 mm, thickness 0.18-0.24 mm.
Color: Red, carmine-red.
Paper board: White, buff-colored, slightly
reddish.
Printing: 197,350.
The interim revolutionary government
(Kerensky) in St. Petersburg had in its Manifesto
issued on March 20,1917, nullified for instance the
regulations given during the Tsarist regime
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concerning the Finnish postal service and its
subordination to the RPA. Consequently, on October
1,1917, the postal card rate rose to 15 penni, and
cards were franked with an additional 5 penni stamp.
On November 3, 1917, the postal service
received its first share of the Saarinen-type cards.
After the Finnish workers’ uprising on January 27,
1918, the printing of postal stationeries in the BPE
was discontinued. Thus, postal cards in stock as well
as those having been distributed earlier to post
offices by the postal service, were being used in
locations occupied by the red insurgents. On March
1, 1918 the insurgents, Red Guards, raised the fee
for postal cards to 25 penni (in areas under their
control).
At its first meeting on April 25, 1918, after
Helsinki had been liberated, the Senate decided that
the eagle type penni values had to be returned to
the postal service. The same specimens in the
possession of the general public were, so far,
allowed to be used in domestic postal mail until,
once and for all, they were demonetized on May
31,1920.
Most likely, no larger quantities of the 19111917 type cards were returned nor were they offered
at postal auctions. What remained was all sold out
by the FPA’s philatelic department.

Editor’s Note: The Norma Special Catalogue
has for some years classified these cards somewhat
differently than the Handbook. The Type II (1) card
described above is classified as Type III. Norma
differentiates the Type II and Type III cards as
follows: On Type III cards, the distance between the
value stamp and the coat of arms is 94.5 mm and
there are 12 dots per cm on the address lines. On
Type II, the distance between the value stamp and
the coat of arms is 96 mm and there are 17 dots per
cm on the address lines. Type II and III single cards
are very common; intact doublecards used both ways
are very difficult. All Type I cards are fairly difficult
to find.
The interest in these cards is found in the various
up-franked postal combinations which arose on
October 1, 1917 when the rate went to 15 penni and
there was no postal card was printed reflecting the
new rate. Other increases and the devaluation of the
kopek stamps provided for additional up-franking
combinations for the obsolete 1911 postal cards. See
illustrations on page 7. Figures 2-9 are from the
collection of Roger Quinby.
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Figure 3. A 5 penni eagle definitive was added to this 19. X. 17

card from Kemi to Turku to meet new 15 penni rate.
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Figure 7. In White Finland the 15 penni postcard rate continued until
April 15, 1918. Stocks of Saarinen stamps remained in “Red”
controlled areas of Finland and were quickly exhausted in the areas
controlled by White government. The White government therefore
issued its own stamps, the temporary “Vaasa” design stamps. From
March 5, 1918, the 5 penni Vaasa stamp could be used for additional
postage. From Jamsa, 10. IV. 18, to Waasa.

Figure 4. Although many cards passed unnoticed, this 30. X. 17 card
was properly assessed 10 penni (2 x 5) postage due.

Figure 8. On April 15, 1918 The White government raised the postcard
rate to 20 penni. This new rate created a number of new possibilities
for upfranking the 1911, 10 penni eagle postal card. On this 29. IV.
18 card from Helsinki to Fredrikshamn, a 5 penni Saarinen and 5
penni eagle were added to meet the new rate. Pairs of 5 penni Saarinen,
Vaasa or eagle stamps (or combinations thereof) or single 10 penni
stamps from any of these issues could also have been used.

Figure 5. Here, a 5 penni Saarinen issue was added to meet the 15
penni card rate; Turku, 13. X. 17, to Wasa.

Figure 6. Mixed franking was possible on domestic mail until 28. XI.
17. Cancelled last day at Helsinki. 2 kopeks added but 2 kopeks
underfranking unnoticed; due 4 kopeks = 5 penni.

Figure 9. In Red Finland the postcard rate rose to 25 penni on March
1, 1918 and continued until the end of the War of Liberation in the
first half of May. The 25 penni rate could be applied in many different
ways. The 10 penni eagle cards required an additional 15 penni.
Russian design eagle stamps and Saarinen stamps were used in
different combinations. Here a strip of three 5 penni Saarinen stamps
were added. The Vaasa stamps were not used in Red Finland.
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The Vaasa Issue - From Ordinary to Rare
Kari Lehtonen, from Filatelisti, 2/98
Translated by Carita Parker
The most common of the stamp issues are
uncancelled. These specimens are even today
available at very reasonable prices from other
collectors, as well as from stamp stores and at
auctions. The only expensive stamp is the 5 Fmk
issue, obtaining specimens with very fine and
beautiful cancellations can be rather difficult.
Besides the 5 Fmk issue, obtaining the 70 penni
value might prove somewhat problematic, although
not an entirely impossible task. It is worth
ascertaining that an object franked with such postage
has been cancelled also. Mail with accurate postage
(i.e. franked with current/valid rates of that period)
is more difficult to come by, although the 5, 10 and
40 penni and the 1 Fmk are still easy to obtain on
postcards and letter envelopes. Of the remaining
values the most difficult to come by on any mail
with accurate postage might well be the 5 Fmk
stamp.
The other denominations are eventually
discovered on registered letters or postal forms.
Generally, these stamps are more difficult (to
discover) on postal forms, although not impossible.
In this category, parcel cards are much easier.
MIXED POSTAGE WITH TYPE 1911 & 1917
Mixed postage on mail together with the 1911
type constitutes an added difficulty. The Saarinen
designs appear usually as added value on such
objects. Mixed triple type postage is more sought
after, although the chances of these being nonphilatelic on other mail than postal service own
stationery is rather slim. There are forgeries of these
on the market, so it is prudent to watch out and check
the compatibility of both the dates and localities. On
the vast majority of forgeries, I (writer) have seen
the type 1911 stamp afterwards added to the
envelope, either as an extra or a replacement for
some other stamp initially removed. Of all the values,
the most difficult would be the express and insured
letters, which most likely will never show up.
Somewhat easier are those postal forms with Russian
text still intact, although most of that stock was
generally exhausted.

Of domestic mail the most rare is franked
accurately according to postal rates, and carry the
70 penni value prior to the rise of postal rates in
White Finland, i.e., registered letters franked with a
single first weight class postage stamp between
March 16 and April 14, 1918. This writer has never
known anyone who has encountered such an object.
KNOWN FOREIGN MAIL

Figure 1. Rare registered letter to Germany from
BERGO, 8. V. 18, franked with Vaasa penni issues,
2 x 5 pen, 2 x 10 pen., and 1 x 70 pen. Foreign
letter rate and registration fee each 50 penni.

Mail abroad is very much sought after and has
haphazardly been addressed mostly to Sweden,
Denmark and Germany. Other foreign destinations
are very rare indeed. Additionally, some objects
destined abroad carry Vaasa specimens that have
either been marked invalid and cancelled with a Tmark; or the sender has been made to pay additional
postage on those already invalidated Vaasa stamps.
The real gems of foreign mail have been attached
with a censor strip, and the top specimens subjected
to arrival censoring at destination. Censor marks are
known both in double as well as triple language and
as such carry double or triple lines.
ARMY MAIL FREE OF CHARGE
The Vaasa district army engineer corps still
retained the right to postage gratis even at war’s end.
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archives and the other two with separate collectors
in the homeland. Of these objects, only one is
franked with Vaasa type postage. The other two carry
Saarinen designs.
THE VIIPURI BISECTS
AS POSTCARD POSTAGE

Figure 2. An interesting postcard, PETAJAVESI 7. III.
18 to Sweden from a Swedish war time volunteer. The
card was delivered as field post, free of charge, all the
way to the border. At that stage mail was supposed to
be franked with kopeck values only. The use of kopeck
franking on foreign mail was required until March 11,
1918. An added mark is the PETAJAVEDEN
SUOJELUSKUNNAN ESIKUNTA (The Petajavesi civil
guard staff). The card is the earliest known foreign
destination franked with the Vaasa issue.

Since the use of field post was not feasible, the
personnel in Vaasa were allowed instead the use of
Vaasa type postage on their mail. Envelopes, used
for such mailings, were also cancelled with the Vaasa
district army engineer corps’ one line mark. Known
objects are the 5. VI. 18 (Jun. 5) WASA * VAASA
mark on the 50 penni and the 2. VII. 18 (Jul. 2) on
the 70 penni issue. Here it makes no difference that
the objects are not in accord with the then postal
rates since postage was free of charge and thus, did
not have to be purchased.

Of the Vaasa issues there are known to exist
bisected stamps that came about in Viipuri on
17.1.6.I (p.m.), and 21.1.19.12.a. (a.m.); chain mark
(or machine cancelled)17.1.19.6.i WIBORG •
WIIPURI. The others carry 20.1.19.12.a. 21.1.19.12.a. postmark WIBORG • WIIPURI, a
Russian eight bar with the Cyrillic appropriately
removed. To the writer’s knowledge, all of these
objects are postcards to different addresses and
locations. Each card on its reverse side also carries
a business text that must have taken a lot of effort to
write. The appearance of the bisects gives the
impression that the stock of 5, 10 and 20 penni values
were on the verge of running out, and thus the idea
of the “halves” was conceived. On one example is a
10 penni bisected Saarinen design, but the Vaasa
issues remained whole. Three 10 penni specimens
have been cut (at corner) at a 45 degree angle, and
one 30 penni suffered the same fate. Possibly the
stamps were already torn at the corners prior to
bisecting, and in so doing could still be used for half
their value. It is certain though, that the stamps were
cancelled in post offices and delivered to various
destinations.
STATIONERIES BRING ADDED INTEREST

PERFINS
The postage stamps with perfins bring another
interesting addition to these issues. They are not at
all common on the Vaasa issues, but with good luck
an S.= Sampo perfin can be found. Such a perfin
can still possibly be seen on a single stamp, but on
mail this perforation is a rarity, indeed. So far, the
S.-perfin is known on the 40 and 10 penni issues.
Possibly other perfins or those on other issues have
not been discovered on the Vaasa types.
MAARIANHAMINA CENSOR SLIP
One of the most difficult of all the censor slips
used during Finland’s Civil War period, is the
Maarianhamina censor ’s. So far only three
specimens are known to exist, one in the state

Of the Vaasa type stationeries, the 15 penni
value without supplementary postage and used
according to postal rates and validity dates, is a wellknown and valued object. And so is the 20 penni
abroad without added postage. With any luck one of
these could even show up with a Maarianhamina KC
censor mark. The postal cards, used even under
normal circumstances are good objects, as are all of
the other cancelled Vaasa types. From its issue date
until April 14, 1918, the 15 penni rate for a stationery
card was valid only on the territory of White Finland.
On April 15, 1918, the postal rate in White Finland
rose to 20 penni, and a supplemental 5 penni stamp
was needed. There are no known registered cards
from this period. On the territory of the Red Guards
and until their defeat, the postage rate for a card was
25 penni beginning on March 1, 1918. No Vaasa
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cost of a card rose to 20 penni, and a supplementary
stamp was needed while waiting for the 20 penni
value to be issued. There are no known registered
cards from this period.
FIELD POST ON 15 PENNI STATIONERY CARD

Figure 3. The Wiipuri bisect to frank 20 penni
postcard rate is known only in this combination: 5
penni + 1/2 x 30 penni. This was done between
January 17.-21, 1919, when accurate 20 penni
postage temporarily ran out.

stamps or stationery was available in the territory
controlled by the Red Guards, so rate was of no
consequence there. The most difficult period
between rates, as far as the 15 penni postal card is
concerned, was April 15 to May 1, 1918, when the

During the Civil War, the army had postage free
privileges, i.e. mail was delivered as field post. Those
officers at the Mikkeli officer’s school, departing for
the front, were allowed to mail Vaasa 15 penni postal
cards without charge. Thus, the officers were able
to notify relatives at home of any “address changes.”
The word “Kenttäpostia” (Field post) added to the
card regrettably reduced even further the blank space
reserved for writing. Date of use 10. IV. 18. l0a (Apr.
10) HAAPAMÄKI including Cyrillic lettering and
21.4.18 • ST. MICHEL • MIKKELI • Russian mark
without Cyrillic. Without the word “Kenttäpostia”
(Field post) or a 5 penni added stamp, the addressee
would have been required to pay for postage due.

Insured, registered letter with post
office wax seals presents rate puzzle
This unusual cover was recently presented to the
editorial staff of TFP for review and analysis. The
franking on the domestic insured cover from
Hankasalmi (?) 14. VIII. 23 to Rovaniemi is accurate.
We assume that postage applied at the post office is
accurate, but how can we compute the rate?
Letter rate up to 20 grams: Fmk 1, 00
Registration:
1, 00
Insurance: First 100 Fmk value: , 50
Next 100 Fmks: @ .25 pen for 600 Fmk
1 x 50 = , 50; 5 x 25 = 1, 25 =
1, 75
Cancellation insurance (seals)
, 50
Total Franking
Fmk 4, 25
The “No. 17” in the upper left corner is the
registration number. The registration label is never
affixed to covers stamped “ARVO” or insurance
because the insurance is the higher postal (security)
service and only the highest level of service is noted
on the cover.
This methodology may be used with confidence
for computing insured letter rates. Of course, you
have to check the applicable rates for weight and
each class of service purchased. Express service
would have added another 2, 00 Fmks to the cover.

The abbreviated rate charts in the catalogues do
not provide detailed information for computing
insurance charges, express mail fees and fees for
having the postal clerk affix wax seals to the letter.
For this information the collector must consult a
more detailed reference.
The standard comprehensive Finnish rate
reference is Suomen Postimaksuja 1881 - 1985, by
Esa Mattila. Although entirely in Finnish with some
Swedish and German, it is fairly easy to follow.
Possibly Jay Smith & Associates would have a copy;
it is very highly recommended.
Roger Quinby & Hal Vogel
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Incredible Discovery - Type 1875
Text and pictures by Heikki Reinikainen, from Filatelisti, No. 9/1998
Translated by Carita Parker
Sometime ago this writer experienced something
that most philatelists are keenly on the lookout for,
but rarely encounter.
The story begins in 1988, when my good friend
Herbert Oesch received objects from Germany for
authentication. Among the specimens were the
partially imperforated Charta Sigillata 10 and 20
penni 1875 types as in picture 1. However, these
kinds of single objects can not really be
authenticated, because they lack the certainty of
origin required for authentication. It is just too easy,
simply by using scissors, to tamper with the large
stamps. Thus, Mr. Oesch had no interest in
authentication and the objects were returned, as such,
to the owner.

the likeness of which I cannot recall ever having seen
before. The cancellation, NYSLOTT 13.12.84, ties
the stamp to the envelope beautifully. The late ANK
19.12., is also appropriate since railroad connections
with Savonlinna was nonexistent at that time. Most
likely, mail traveled first by horse to Viipuri and from
there, on the Riihimaki-Toijala rail line to Turku.
Apparently bona fide use. As I pondered the matter,
I recalled having bought partially imperforated
stamps about 10 years ago. Where had my 20 penni
specimen been cancelled? As I quickly went through
the collection in my mind it suddenly dawned on
me that the single I owned was also marked
NYSLOTT 13.12.84. Both cancellations are very
similar, lightly marked and dates obviously identical.
The position of the marks are the same on both
specimens, located in the same area side-ways on
the lower edge of the stamp
Nevertheless, it would be easy to imagine how
a vertically imperforated 20 penni sheet or part of it
could have been cut into singles with scissors at the
Savonlinna post office, and then the stamps affixed
by a postal clerk to a customer’s envelope and
cancelled at the same time

Figure 1. Partially imperforated 10 penni LBb and
20 penni LBf specimens, cancelled KRISTINESTAD
and NYSLOTT 13.12.84.

Prior to the returning of the specimens, I had
gotten a chance to view them and this had aroused
an interest in me. The more I studied the objects,
the more pleasing they became. They seemed so
“authentic.” Eventually, I got in touch with the owner
in Wuppertal and in a couple of weeks I had added
the stamps to my own collection. Then, nothing much
happened in the matter until almost 10 years later.
In 1997, while viewing the collections at the Postal
Museum, I became thoroughly surprised. The part
that the Charta Sigillata 20 penni on LBf-cover
played in the collection was impressive, for instance,
a tete-beche 79-80 on fancy cutting. Another object
that had found its way into the collection was what,
at first glance, looked like an ordinary domestic letter
franked with a single 20 penni stamp (picture 2),
but which upon closer scrutiny turned out to be
vertically imperforated. In other words, a rare cover

Figure 2. A lightly marked
NYSLOTT 13.12.84, has
been cancelled in same
position and with the same
light touch as the Postal
Museum cover mark.

However, this surprising and fine discovery at
the Postal Museum is certainly proof enough of the
authenticity of my singles and can officially now be
authenticated. What initially prompted me to buy the
singles when, at that time, there was no way to show
authenticity remains a mystery even to me. Never
again would I make such a purchase, and I do not
recommend it to others either. The chance of a repeat
discovery like this is practically nil.
Continued on page 12
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Lastly, what about the 10 penni? It is still
included in my collection, and I trust in its
authenticity, though presently it cannot be
authenticated.

Author’s Update on this
Fantastic Find
As discussed some time ago, please find
enclosed three color slides of my latest
article “Incredible Discovery” of Type
1875 published in Filatelisti 9/1998. As it happened
1 bought some 10 years ago two partially nonperforated stamps (picture 1). Incidentally, this
picture is shown in the new Handbook (1993) page
34. As you know, such individual items cannot be
certified, because there is no proof of authenticity.
I bought them, because they simply looked good.
Then last year I was in our post museum checking
Type 1875 stamp collection when, to my all time
surprise, I found similarly cancelled, similarly
partially non-perforated 20 penni LBf stamp on
cover (Figure 2) in the collection.

Figure 3. A rarity among Postal Museum collections:
20 penni on LBf cover to Turku, cancelled NYSLOTT
13.12.84. The stamp is vertically imperforated in same
manner as the illustrated single stamp.

To my knowledge this cover is the only known
item with any partially non-perforated stamp. There
are some notes mentioned in our literature
concerning partially non-perforated stamps on cover
but, all items seen so far are on piece only.
This rare cover now actually certifies the
authenticity of my single stamp, because all details
are quite similar in both items.

Jorma Keturi Reports Finnish/Swedish/German Tri-lingual Stamp
Was Not Used During The War of Liberation
In the April, 1997 Finnish Philatelist, in the
article on Finnish censorship, we mistakenly
reported that the tri-lingual censorship stamp
(Finnish-Swedish-German) was used during the War
of Liberation. Jorma Keturi has advised that this
censor stamp, shown on the upper left hand corner
of the accompanying illustration, was not used
before May 17, 1918. By that time hostilities were
concluded and the White government was in full
control of all areas formerly held by the Red Guard.
This tri-lingual stamp remained in use until July 7,
1918. It is seen most often on covers to Germany.
There were two other versions of this censor
stamp in use at about the same time. The second
version, with the German text removed, is known
used from May 28 to July 7, 1918. The third version
with only German text remaining was used from
May 28 to June 28, 1918.
This registered cover was cancelled at HangöHanko on 16. VI. 18, to Berlin. At Helsinki it was
opened, inspected, resealed, and struck on the upper
left hand front corner with the tri-lingual censor
stamp. The number “21” on the reverse side might
be the censor’s personal identification number. There
is also a scripted initial which may be another
censor’s mark.
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Part 4

THE UPU INFLUENCE ON FINNISH POSTAL CARDS
Sarting July 1, 1875 (part 1)
By Juhani Pietila, translated by Kauko Aro
Reprinted from Abophil, No. 5, 1994
forced an increase in the rate to 10 penni. The foreign
postal card rate was confirmed at 16 penni.
PROVISIONAL 10 PENNI CARD AND
CORRESPONDING DOUBLE CARD

Figure 1. Early usages have always been sought after
by the collectors. Here the second day use of the
provisional 10 penni cards with a picture perfect singlering cancellation of Joensuu 2.7.1875.

Figure 2. Most of Finland’s postal cards are rather
common due to large printings. Therefore, it pays to
emphasize quality and to acquire only the best into a
collection. A ‘beauty’ of the bluish violet shade of the
first card with numerals in all corners, cancelled Raumo
3.8.75.

When Finland became a member of the
worldwide Universal Postal Union on July 1, 1875,
many changes took place which also touched
Finland’s postal stationery. The move to a uniform
rate meant that the regular letter rate became cheaper
as the rate was 20 penni anywhere in Finland. This
caused lower revenue for the Post Office as the 40
penni rate for longer distances was eliminated. The
postal card rate had been uniform everywhere within
the country, but apparently economic considerations
and the completed international comparison of rates

The order for postal cards with numerals in all
corners and their manufacture was delayed due to
shortage of time; therefore, the Post Office had to
order provisional 10 penni cards to meet the most
immediate need. The color of both the form and the
value stamp was light violet. The forms were
delivered by Zilliacus in Viborg who had been given
the order in plenty of time for regular and double
cards. The latter were now issued for the first time.
The text on the forms was revised and the word
‘correspondence card’ was replaced by ‘letter card’
in Finnish (‘kirjekortti’) and the equivalent word in
also two other languages. The design of the value
stamp continued to follow the serpentine roulette
stamps and the printing cliché was the one used in
printing the 20 and 40 penni serpentine postal entires.
16,000 copies of the regular cards were printed as
well as 2,500 double cards which were attached at
the left edge.
The cards were placed in use immediately on
July 1, 1875 and at least the single card is known
used on that first day. The entire used double card is
probably not known. The halves of the double cards
can be recognized from a torn or cut left edge as
there are no other identifying markings to separate
them from the single cards. The unused cards are
clearly scarcer than the used copies, although they
too have been seen in the markets once in a while.
Only a few oddities of this card are known. It would
be a plus in a collection, if a used card would be
cancelled before the release of the postal card with
numerals in all corners, namely July 1 – 12, 1875.
10 PENNI CARDS WITH NUMERALS IN
ALL CORNERS AND DOUBLE CARDS
The new printing clichés for the 10 and 16 penni
values that had been ordered from Thiele in
Copenhagen arrived to the Charta Sigillata Office
at the beginning of July and thus, the printing of the
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new postal cards could start. The first delivery to
the Post Office occurred on July 12, 1875 after which
these cards can be found used. From the printing of
the form, three separate types can be found on basis
of the bottom instruction:
Type I: Tällä puolella - ainoastansa
Type II: Tälle puolelle - ainoastansa
Type III: Tälle puolelle - ainoastaan
Furthermore later in 1878, the header text was
changed as the word ‘kirjekortti’ was enlarged to 37
mm and at the same time the appearance of the
Russian words inside parentheses was changed. This
type can be considered Type IV.
Initially, the printing of these cards used the
paper stock which had been ordered for the 10 penni
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separated halves of the double cards as this was never
issued in double card format. The cards can be
recognized from a ragged or cut right edge. On some
Type II cards one can see evidence of the changed
spelling as the dots over the letter ‘ä’ can be seen
above the letter ‘e’ in the word ‘tälle’.
Type III cards were printed in two lots in the
Fall of 1876 and during 1877 totaling 110,000
copies. In contrast to the fairly uniform color in the
printing of the earlier cards, now one can encounter
significant differences in both the color of the form
as well as the value stamp. In addition to violet,
shades of gray and blue are very common.
The Type IV cards were printed in a few lots
during 1878-79. The printing totaled some 122,000
copies. The color is again violet in differing shades,
but also some shades of gray can be seen to some
extent. The color shades may also
have been partially caused by the
storing conditions when the daylight
may have changed the colors from the
original. Also copies without value
stamp are known of the type IV,
which can be included in a postal
stationery collection.
DOUBLE CARDS WITH
NUMERALS IN ALL CORNERS

Double cards were prepared in
two different types, namely with
bottom instructions Type I and III.
Part of the Type I double cards were
printed immediately after the order so
Figure 3. Not many varieties can be found in the provisional cards. that they could be delivered to the
Here is one where the second printing of the value stamp can be found Post Office already on July 8, 1875.
below the normal value stamp. Used in Kexholm with a cancellation
Just as with the regular 10 penni
KEXHOLM, 7.7.1875.
cards, the remaining paper stock of
provisional cards; stock for 9,000 cards had remained the provisional cards was used in this printing. The
left over. The color of the printing on these cards is quantity was 7,500 cards, but later another 10,000
light bluish violet differing from the later reddish cards were printed on a redder violet form. The cards
violet. In addition to the above mentioned cards, an lasted for several years due to low demand.
additional printing of 50,000 copies, and these too
The double cards of Type III were only printed
were delivered to the Post Office already in the early in 1877 in two lots totaling 10,000 cards. The unused
days of August. Cards used in July – August are seen cards of both types are fairly common. A few cards
very rarely. The next order where the bottom text are known where both halves are still attached to
had been corrected to Type II was still made during each other when they have normally traveled only
1875 and was delivered to the Post Office in the final in one direction. As we know it was the purpose that
days of the year. However, not a single card used in the first recipient would separate the halves from
1875 has been found. The size of the printing was each other and then send the ‘reply half’ back to the
again 50,000 copies. Still in early 1876 20,000 more original sender.
cards were printed; however, these cards are

